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Abstract

The complexity of VLSI leads to expensive and difficult testing.

Though Scan Path Design answered some of the questions, testing is still

a bottleneck. Recently, the pseudorandom test, as a Built-in Self-test

(BIST) technique, has been developed as an alternative method. However,

several major problems have to be solved before this technique can be

adopted. One of them is how to determine the pseudorandom test

sequence for a required fault coverage in a cost-effective way.

In this report, after a comparison of several BIST techniques, an

innovative serial scan pseudorandom test structure is proposed. In order

to use it in practice, a systematic design method for this structure is

presented also. To solve the problem of determining test length, first two

analytical methods, random testability analysis and probability calculation,

are introduced. Then, an alternative simulation method, called Sample with

Constant Interval Selective Simulation, is proposed. The simulation of two

example circuits has been done for both the probability calculation and

the proposed method. From these studies, we can conclude that the

probability calculation method indeed shortens the gap between the

pseudorandom test sequence and the required fault coverage. The proposed

selective simulation method shows its effects in practice.
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1 Introduction

Integrated circuit technology has moved from Large Scale Integration

(LSI) to Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) and the advances in

technology continue to increase the complexity of VLSI circuits. These

changes has brought many benefits: decreasing in gate costs, better

performance. However, a problem, which have not been adequately solved

for LSI, is still with us and is getting much worse: how to find out, in a

cost-effective way, whether a VLSI circuit is manufactured correctly.

With the fact that the complexity of VLSI quadruplicates every three

years and the cost and difficulty of testing are proportional to the

complexity, testing becomes a limiting factor in VLSI design.

Integrated circuits can not be used before their correct operation IS

ensured. The purpose of testing is to detect any production faults when

they occur. At logic level, three fault models are commonly used:

1) delay fault model. This models the malfunction of a circuit due to

delays.

2) stuck-at fault model. Here it is assumed that a faulty logic gate

input or output is fixed either to a logic 0 (SAO) or logic I (SA I).

3) open fault model. Under this model, a combinational circuit can

exhibite a sequential belavior [3].

Logic circuits are tested by applying a sequence of inputs patterns

that produce erroneous responses when faults are present and then

comparing the responses with the correct ones. To do this, two processes

are involved, first test pattern generation, in which input patterns are

produced, and test verification which is a process of proving that a set

of tests are effective towards this end.

One may think that the easiest method may be the functional testing

in which the pattern generation and verification are based on the

functions that the circuit is going to perform rather than on its

structure. But this method is not general enough to most designs and, at

worst, its test quality hardly be verified with certainty. Another extreme

is tha t all of possible input patterns to a circuit (a t least 2n +s pa tterns
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for a sequential circuit with n inputs and s internal inputs) are generated

to perform exhaustive test. But, for larger circuits the test time can be

too long to be practical.

For these reasons, the structural testing is used at logic level. It

tests the structure of circuit instead of its functional. So a fault model is

needed. For most practical purposes, the Stuck-At fault model is used. If

a network contained N nodes, any node may be good, SAO or SAl; thus

all possible network state combinations would be 3N. This would be far

too many faults to test. For this reason, a Single-Stuck-At (S-S-A) fault

model is assumed. Under this assumption, a good machine will have no

faults; the faulty machines that are assumed will have one and only one

of the Stuck-At faults. Practical experience proves that the Single-Stuck

At fault model is adequate [16]. To find a effective test pattern set in

structural testing, several algorithms are developed in order to generate

and verify the test patterns automatically. There are a number of

algorithms to generate test patterns, like the D-Algorithm for

combinational logic. For test pattern verification, a fault simulation

technique is used to determine the fault coverage of a specific set of

input test patterns. Fault coverage is defined to be the number of faults

that will be detected divided by the number of faults that are assumed.

However, as the Ie's complexity grows very fast, circuits get larger

while the number of input and output pins does not grow as much. The

ability to generate tests automatically is becoming more and more

difficult and to do fault simulation becomes very time consuming. It has

been observed that the computer run time to do test generation and fault

simulation is approximately proportional to the number of logic gates to

the power of 3. For fault simulation alone it is proportional to the power

of 2 [16]. In general, the complexity of these algorithms is NP complete

[3].

Except test pattern generation and fault simulation, expensive

automatic test equipment is also needed for test application. All of these

factors make testing of VLSI circuits very costly.

While the testing cost is increasing, the cost of devices and
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manufacturing is steadily decreasing. This suggests that certain

redundand circuitry, such as extra gates to modify circuits, can be applied

to improve the poor circuit testability. The methods of Design For

Testability (DFT) must be developed to make circuits easily testable, that

is, the testa bili ty should be adopted as a design parameter.

In the early days, DFT techniques were rather "ad hoc", such as

testa bility analysis, adding test points, physical partitioning etc. All of

these techniques helped in solving the problem for a given design but

were not generally applicable to all designs. In order to reduce the

sequential complexity of a circuit and simplify test generation and test

verification, a structured DFT technique was proposed which is known as

scan path design [2]. It transforms the sequential test generation problem

into a combinational problem by forming the bistable elements as shift

registers (scan path). Though scan path design indeed succeeded in

reducing the difficulty of testing sequential circuits, the test generation

and application are still time consuming and costly due to the increasing

operation speed and growing complexity of VLSI circuits. The volume of

test data, which has to be stored on tester equipment is very large.

Especially, with the development of Application Specific Integrated

Circuits (ASICs), testing cost are further amplified. Since the production

volumes of most ASICs are relatively small, the testing costs can be a

major fraction of the total ASIC customer costs. A new technique called

Built-In Self-Test (BIST) is required to ease the increasing testing

problem. In this report, a intensive study has been made for BIST. In

chapter 2, after an introduction of BIST techniques, a comparison of

several BIST structures has been made. In chapter 3, based on this

comparison, a BIST structure is presented and a design method has been

described too. In chapter 4, several methods for determining

pseudorandom test sequences, which is a major problem when

implementing this structure, are studied. At the end, in chapter 5, the

results of simulation of two example circuits are listed and from these a

conclusion is drawn. For further investigation, some suggestions are also

men tioned.

(Note: This report only includes the testing for random logic circuit at

the chip level and only the Single-Stuck-At fault model is considered.)
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2. Introduction to Built-In Self-Test (BIST)

Since most BIST methods use some scan path features, scan path

techniques are presented before discussing the BIST technique.

2.1 Scan Path Design

One factor responsible for the high test costs, is the difficulty to

generate test patterns, for sequential circuits. This results from the next

factors:

I) To set a initial state of the circuit for test, which is unknown

normally, is difficult.

2) The faulty signal must be propagated to at least one of the

primary outputs. If the effect of the fault causes an incorrect

final state, we must supply a sequence of input patterns that

will observe the final state of the circuit. That is, the

observability of the final state of the circuit is required to

check the faulty state.

To overcome this problem, a methods called scan path was proposed

in which a sequential circuit is designed in such a way that the circuit

can be set to any desired internal state so that a test can be excuted

and the internal states of the circuit can easily be observed afterwards.

Most common forms of scan techniques are based on converting the

bistable elements of sequential circuit into a shift register called scan

path. The circuit works in two modes. With the circuit in test mode, it is

possible to shift an arbitrary test pattern in and out the bistable

elements.

In general, the design methodology of scan path is as follows. The

application circuit must be constructed using D flip-flops (for simplicity

but it is easy to extend the method to other register or latches)

interconnected by combinational circuits. All the flip-flops are controlled

by a single system clock (Fig.2.l). Then, the scan path must be formed by
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flip-flops and the extra inputs, mode control signal,scan-in and scan-out

pins are present at primary inputs or outputs of circuit.

The scan path structures have two typical forms based on different

types of bistable elements. The first is shift register modification based

on flip-flops [8] (see Fig.2.2). The modification is done by inserting a

double-throw switch at each input of every flip-flop. The multiplexer can

be implemented as shown in Fig. 2.3. The modified circuit can operate
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Figure 2.2
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either in its normal mode or in the shift register mode. In normal mode,

the circuit behaves exactly as it did before the modifications. In test

mode, all flip-flops are connected in a chain and the circuit behaves like

a shift-register. Hence, the desired internal state can be set by supplying

the corresponding values to the shift register and the resulting state can

be observed by shifting out the contents of shift registers. Thus, the test

generation problem for sequential circuits can be reduced to that of

combinational circuits. The procedure for testing modified circuits is

described below:

1) Switch to the shift-register mode and check the shift-register

operation by shifting in and out an alternating sequence of ones

and zeros.

2) Set the initial state into the shift register.

3) return to the normal mode and apply the test input pattern to

the combinational logic. Perform one normal cycle to collect the

results in the flip-flops.

4) Switch to the shift-register mode and shift out the final state

while setting the starting state for the next test.

Repeat step 3) and 4) until the required coverage is obtained.

Another typical structure is modifying latches for latch based

systems, like Level Sensitive Scan Design (LSSD) [2]. In this method each

system latch is replaced by a two connected port la tches; and a second

latch is added to reconfigure the system latches into shift register for

test (see Fig.2.4). the level sensitive means that the design of latches is

hazard free and thus not dependent on the clock rise and fall times for

correct operation (see Fig 2.4 too). The difference between register

modification and latch modification is that during normal operation the
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is clocked with two interleaved

The scan path design technique makes the test pattern generation

problem much easier: combinational circuit tests are simpler to derive

than sequential circuit tests. But the test application difficulties still

remain. The test data that must be stored is decreased because the test

data required to control the initial state and shift out a erroneous state

are removed. but time to apply a single pattern is increased due to the

need to scan data in and out of chip. A considerable reduction in tester

complexity can be obtained by adding an boundary scan path to the

design [8]. The boundary scan path is formed by associating a flip-flop or

latch pair with each of the I/O bounding pads (see Fig.2.5). So the

application of test patterns is simplified as just shifting in and out test

data. instead of probing all of the I/O pins. The testing of the functional

circuitry is done by shifting the test patterns into the internal and

external scan paths and using the system clock to transfer the new state
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into the internal path. The new state and output responses are

transferred off the chip by means of the external and internal scan paths

(see Fig.2.5). The testing can be simplified even further by using

boundary scan.

BOUNDARY SCAN

x
eN

y

SlN

• INTERNAL SCAN

SOUT

Q 1)~~-'-i Q D

C C

'HEN IN 1Th"I' T,IS ON T~JS ON
IJJEN IN NORWAL WODEL T,IS OFF T.t1S orr

Figure 2.5

Scan path design indeed simplifies the difficulty of test generation.

However, as digital systems become more and more complex, the external

test techniques are extremely constrained by limited access to internal

points of the circuit under test. Even with scan path design the test

pattern generation is still a burden, that is, it costs a lot of CPU time.

And test application, which is time-consuming and requires storage of a
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large amount of test data, makes the tester equipment very complex.

Moreover, the high speed operation of VLSI circuits makes the test

application also difficult. For more reliable systems, the maintainability on

board and system is also required. It would be nice to unite the field test

together with production test. Together with the development of ASICs,

which high speed and complexity can require sophisticated testers, all of

these factors lead to an impact on Built-In Self-Test (BIST) techniques,

that is, to built partial or even complete tester functions into chips or

boards on which the chips are mounted. In this way, the difficulty of test

generation can be reduced by using concurrent pattern generation, such

as pseudorandom test patterns and exhaustive test pattern set generated

by hardware (LFSR). The test data which should be stored is small

through commonly used compaction testing in BIST. Therefore, the

expensive automatic test equipment can be minimized and the test time

may also be short. Further the test can be applied to all types of testing,

from development and production to field testing.

2.2 Built-In Self-Test (BIST)

Any test strategy has three parts, 1) a method for generating the

input patterns to be applied, 2) an evaluation method for the output

responses, 3) a methodology to implement on the application circuit. The

BIST technique follows the same procedure. In general, a BIST technique

developed must be able to detect all single stuck-faults in the functional

circuitry. Because of its built-in structure it is possible to test at full

chip speed. In this case, delay faults also can be detected depending on

the BIST structures used. It is unavoidable that BIST employ the extra

circuitry. The circuit overhead must be kept at an acceptable level. Due

to extra circuitry, the system performance (speed) can be reduced. To

meet the BIST property, the required off-chip control circuitry must be

at its minimum. In some designs the test execution time must be short, so

the execution time is also a parameter for BIST. The ideal BIST structure

would be applicable for any kind of functional circuitry, which suggests

that a good BIST technique should be as general as possible. All of these

parameters mentioned above are the most important attributes of BIST.
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important attributes of BIST. Following sections, we will introduce the

BIST techniques in the three parts as indicated.

Input Test Stimulus Generation

Test patterns can be gen~rated manually or algorithmicaly (off-line

test pattern generation) conventionally (see fig.2.6). The most

IMANUALLY

Figure 2.6

straightforward scheme for BIST is to generate test patterns off-line and

store them in an on-chip ROM However, this does not lead to reduced

cost of the test pattern generation and requires a very large ROM The

concurrent test generation schemes are more practical for BIST

techniques. Here the test patterns are calculated while they are being

applied. The more general approach among them is pseudorandom testing

which uses a set of pseudorandomly generated patterns as test patterns.

Another one is exhaustive testing which uses all possible input

combinations as test patterns.

The pseudorandom testing is more general and easier to implement

(as will be discussed later). The main problem with this approach is to

determine the length of the random sequence that is required to obtain a

specified fault coverage. Generally, it is too costly to use the fault

simulation technique. An analytical method (or any other effective

method) of estimating fault coverage is needed (these problems will be

_________________13 _
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discussed in more detail in chapter 4). The exhaustive testing eliminates

the need for a fault model and fault simulation. But for larger number of

inputs it requires excessive execution time. Although partitioning can be

used, it may cause more design efforts and there may be too much

circuit overhead involved for certain designs.

In most BIST techniques, the random test patterns are normally

generated by means of a simple circuit called a Linear-Feedback-Shift

Register (LFSR). A general LFSR structure is illustrated in Fig.2.7 which

OFF

Co

OUT

Figure 2.7

is a series of D flip-flops with no external inputs and with all feedbacks

by means of exclusive-or (EOR) gates. The LFSR is specified by its

characteristic polynomial c(X) cn_1X n-1 + Cn_2xn-2 + +c1X1 +co .

The sequence of states for the LFSR is generated by its initial polynomial

dividing its characteristic polynomial.

The maximum period for an n-stage LFSR is 2n-1. The all-zero state

of the LFSR should not occur in the all 2n-1 patterns due to the EOR

operation. Thus, when using the LFSR to generate test patterns, the

initial state of the LFSR must be non zero. The corresponding

polynomial of a maximum length LFSR is called a primitive polynomial and

among them there exist irreducible primitive polynomials which have a

minimum number of non zero coefficients. This type is commonly used in

BIST because of circuitry economics. For each degree n, several of such

polynomials do exist. In appendix I, some irreducible primitive polynomials

are listed. Of course, the sequence generated by LFSR are not really

random. The sequences produced by maximum-length LFSRs are called

_________________14 _
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pseudorandom sequences and have the randomness attributes.

For exhaustive testing it is also efficient to use a modified LFSR to

generate all possible states include the all zero state [7]. The structure of

functional circuits doing exhaustive testing will be discussed later.

Output Response Analysis

In the BIST environment, the use of pseudorandom or exhaustive

tests results in quite an amount of response data. On-chip storage of a

fault dictionary (the correct output responses for all input test patterns)

requires too much memory to be a practical technique. Compaction testing

can be used to avoid the difficulty of analysis and storage of huge

amounts of test response data. Instead of entire responses, compressed

response data are used for comparison. One of the compaction test

technique is the signature analysis. It compresses the response of the

circuit under test using a LFSR. The final contents of LFSR forms the

"signature" which is compared to the correct signature to check if there

is a fault in the circuit. The structure of a LFSR used to perform

compaction is shown in figure 2.8 (serial input type). The correct

INPU 1
DFFI-~" DFF

Co

Figure 2.8

signature can be obtained either by (fault free) simulation of the design

or measurement on an actual circuit that has been verified to be fault

free by some other method (golden circuit). However, aliasing (or

masking) errors can occur which reduce the fault coverage for the circuit

under test. This happens when the output response from a faulty circuit

produces a signature that is identical to the signature of a fault free

circuit. This can not be avoided when compaction is used. Experiences

with some company's products (like Hewlett Packet 16 bit signature

analyzer) and simulation studies of BIST designs [6], [11] show that the

__________________15 _
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aliasing is not a critical problem. But there is still not a general property

derived to give the effective fault coverage obtained by signature

analysis. This problem will be discussed later. There are two signature

analysis methods for a multiple output circuit under test. One is serial

signature analysis (Fig.2.8) and another one is a parallel form (Fig.2.9).

A parallel signature analyzer has multiple inputs and so it can

z,

(a)

DFF

c,,-.

CTRL. CTRL.

SERlAL

Q, Q~

PARALLEL

QI'I

(b)

Figure 2.9

compress the responses of multiple output circuit simultaneously. A serial

signature analyzer has only one input and each response is shifted

serially. Thus, in general, a parallel signature analysizer can work faster

but may use more circuitry and can introduce more types of aliasing

________________16, _
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errors [13]. The serial analysizer is slow but cheap and has less chance to

cause masking errors.

BIST Implementation

To integrate these techniques with functional circuits so that high

quality tests can be achieved while the cost is acceptable, a variety of

structures have been studied. For random logic circuit, several

architectures like serial-scan pseudorandom test, pseudoexhaustive test

and parallel pseudorandom test using BILBO (Built-In Logic Block

Observer), are the most attractive structures.

As discussed before, the scan path makes it possible to access the

internal points of integrated circuits to ease the test generation, and is

widely accepted by industry to do the testing. When using BIST, it is

natural to make use of the scan path. Depending on the functional

circuit, the random test patterns can be shifted· either to an internal scan

path or to an boundary and internal scan path, as shown in the

conceptual diagram (Fig.2.10). The scheme in a) shows a circuit which

eN

(a)
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rom f--------J

(b)

Figure 2.10

only use the internal scan path, while the scheme in b) [5] is intended

for the boundary scan path circuit. A serial pseudorandom pattern

generator and a serial signature analysis register are connected to the

functional circuit serial scan path. To test the circuit, a pseudorandom

test pattern is shifted serially into the scan path. The scan registers are

reconfigured into their normal functional configuration and the application

is clocked once to get the test results. The results are then scanned into

the signature analyzer while the next test pattern is shifted into the scan

path. This process is repeated several thousand times until adequate test

coverage is obtained. In a) the primary inputs can be fixed to some logic

value and the primary output can not be observed. Thus, comparing to b)

it has a low fault coverage. These two structures have a low overhead

and provide a good coverage and will work well for most digital designs.

However, the disadvantage of these structures is the long execution time

due to the serial nature.

There are also a number of BIST structures which make use of

Built-In Logic Block Observer (BILBO) [4] registers. In general, the

functional registers in the circuit are replaced with BILBO registers which

can be set as: a normal register, a serial shift register, a pseudorandom

test pattern generator (TPG); or a parallel signature analysis register. An

eight-bit BILBO register is illustrated in Fig.2.ll. A conceptual diagram

(Fig.2.l2) shows the testing of a module with BILBO registers inside a

chip. The inputs and outputs of the combinational part must be connected

__________________18, _
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to a BILBO register. After resetting the registers, the input registers are

configured as a pseudorandom test pattern generator and the output

registers are configured as parallel signature analysis registers (PSA).

Then, the test control clock is clocked a number of times to achieve the

/
REPUCED
BY BilliG
REGIST~

~,

INPUTS

PSA

SIN
~ SHIIT MODE I

SHIFT MODE
SOUT

Figure 2.12

required fault coverage. At each clock, the results from one test pattern

will be compacted in the PSA and a new parallel test pattern will be

generated by the TPG. After completion of the test, the BILBO registers

are configured for serial scan and the compacted test results (signatures)

are shifted out and evaluated. BIST with BILBO structures is suitable for

________________19 _
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a circuit which can be partitioned into independent modules (see diagram

Fig.2.l3 (A». Each module is assumed to have its own input and output

registers, or such registers are added to it. The whole circuit can be

tested after several test configurations. An example circuit can be

modelled as a graph as shown in figure 2.13 (A). In the diagram, the

circle represents the BILBO registers and the combinational logic is

placed between them. This whole circuit modelled in Fig.2.13 (A) can be

tested after three test configurations as shown in Fig.2.13 (B), (C) and

(D).

If the number of inputs (n) of each block of combinational logic

circuit is small enough, a exhaustive set of patterns, which is generated

by a modified BILBO TPG (2n patterns) [7], can be applied to the circuit.

If there are many inputs to a block of combinational logic (n»20), the

exhaustive test time can be very long. For example to test, exhaustively,

a 32 function 16-bit ALU at a speed of IMHz would take 38 hours (237_1

patterns, 5 bits for functions and two 16-bit input data total 37 bits). In

order to reduce the long test time in exhaustive testing, one technique

called pseudoexhaustive technique can be used to reduce the time to a

more practical value. There are two possible variations of this technique.

The first one makes use of the fact that for some multiple-output circuits

none of the outputs depends on all inputs. Instead they only depend on a

subset of the inputs. So it may be possible to exhaustively test each

output by applying all combinations of only those inputs on which the

output depends. There are also many circuits with one or more outputs

that depend on all inputs. Pseudoexhaustive testing is still possible but

some form of partitioning is needed. Such a technique is described in [20]

where multiplexers are used to do the partition.

However, most random logic circuits can not easily be partitioned

into independent modules. It is also difficult and costly to adequately

partition the combinational circuit for pseudoexhaustive testing. For these

circuits, it may be possible to do pseudorandom testing with BILBO

registers to achieve a high fault coverage. In pseudorandom testing, the

partition of combinational logic is relaxed and only a small subset of the

2n-1 possible test patterns is used to test the combinational logic. To
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further relax the design constraints, multiple independent test pattern

generators are allowed to feed the same block of combinational logic

(Fig.2.14). The pseudorandom test with BILBOs has the advantage that it

has less design restriction than pseudoexhaustive testing. With a small

subset of test patterns(out of all 2n-l patterns), a good coverage of

single-stuck-at faults can be obtained. while testing at full chip speed.

Therefore. the test time is very short. But a fault simulation run is

needed to verify the coverage. That is the advantage of exhaustive test

which does not need fault simulation.

Figure 2.14

There are also variety BIST structures. One of them is an All PSA

test in which all functional registers are configured as PSA registers

during test mode and the combinational logic can be tested by using the

outputs of the PSA registers (Fig.2.15). There is only one test

PSA

Figure 2.15
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configuration for the whole chip. Mr. M.T.M. Segers [11] method can be

cataloged into this type although the test application is implemented

externally. The test time is the shortest among other BIST structures. But

the fault coverage will not be as good as others because of limitations in

the test pa ttern generation.
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3. A BIST Structure Using Scan Path

In this

chapter 2, we

scan test

chapter, based on the introduction of BIST structures in

will compare the structure of test with BILBOs and serial

in more detail, and particularly emphasize on the

the best choice. This method

the burden of test pattern

So we will discuss this method

test. Due to its parallel test

each mode is small enough).

implementation problems of each structure. In 3.1, the advantages and

problems of test with BILBO and serial scan test are discussed. After this

comparison, a conclusion is drawn that the serial scan test is superior to

test with BILBO. Based on this conclusion, a innovated structure of serial

scan pseudorandom test is presented in 3.2 and a design method for this

structure is also given.

3.1 Motivation for the Serial Scan Test Structure

From chapter 2, we conclude that a good BIST must have the

following properties:

1) High coverage of S-S-A faults.

2) minimal circuit overhead.

3) minimal reduction on system performance (speed)

4) Acceptable execution time.

5) Minimum control circuit.

6) More general --- more functional independent.

From the comparison of several B!ST structures, it seems that

exhaustive testing with BILBO registers is

does not need fault modes, therefore,

genera tion and fault simulation is removed.

first and then look at the serial scan

property, the test time can be short (if

However, when trying to implement BILBO exhaustive testing, there are a

number of problems making the implementation difficult. The biggest

problem is the register adjacency problem which make it difficult and

costly to partition the circuit into independent modules. In figure 3.1 the

register adjacency is illustrated. Register A is defined to be adjacent to

register C if the output of register A feeds through combinational logic
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DFFS C I

(a)

DFFS D

(b)

Figure 3.1

and into register C. In this figure, A and B are adjacent to register C

and register E is self-adjacent because the ou tpu t of E feeds through

combinational logic and back into itself. All of these two situations are

found throughout many designs.

If the exhaustive testing has to be done for designs with a lot of

register adjacency, extensive circuitry has to be used to do the register

modification so that the adequate partition can be done. The difficulty of

partitioning results from the difficulty to form the adjacent registers into

the suitable BILBOs registers for the combinational logic. In the first

case of Fig.3.1 (a), it might be possible for some circuit configuration

that in one test configuration, the registers A and B have to be formed

as a TPG to exhaustive test the CN. But in other test configuration, the

registers A is needed to be configured as a PSA and registers B is a TPG

or the other way around. So extra circuitry has to be used to meet such

a purpose. This may influence the system performance and increase the

design cost to an unacceptable level for the circuits which have too much

register adjacent. As mentioned in chapter 2.2, the design difficulty can

be reduced by relaxing the partitioning constraint and doing

pseudorandom test with BILBO. The first kind of register adjacency in a)

Fig 3.1 is allowed 10 this method without modification. Only a small
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subset of all possible test patterns is used and the test can be operated

at chip speed. Thus, the test time can be short while high fault coverage

may be obtained. But the self-adjacent problem has to be solved because

it can create other difficulty. As shown in Fig.3.2 to test the

combinational logic, register A iscrra (A)

~ l~-----=------'-
~~-"""iiilo;;;;~

Figure 3.2

configured as a TPG and B is configured as a PSA. Because of the

feedback which constructed the self-adjacency, it is very difficult to

prove that the required fault coverage is achieved. In addition, this

feedback can reduce the error information contained in the PSA. There

are several modifications to the logic design which can be used to reduce

the probability of error information loss. One such method [14] is to

design a BILBO register which will support simultaneous (and independent)

test pattern generation and parallel signature analysis. A conceptual

diagram of this register is shown in Figure 3.3. During self-test

exhaustive test patterns are generated by the n-stage TPG. The output

can be collected by the k stage PSA where k can be chosen from the

maximum value of m and n (see fig.3.3). The same modification can be

made for the first case adjacency (Fig.3.1 a» to perform exhaustive test.

For the pseudorandom test only the self-adjacency has to be modified.

However, when a considerable number of self-adjacent registers exist in

the design, even in pseudorandom test with BILBO, the circuit overhead

and performance loss are not tolerable. This makes these two methods

less attractive.

As for all PSA test scheme, in general, its circuit overhead and
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Normal mode
On-line checking mode
Scan mode
Sclf-testiDg mode

performance loss are small and test execution time is the shortest. But
£1 ~

o 0
o 1
I 0
1 1

m
COMBINATIONAL CIRCUIT

D

;

~ .........-fl'---+-....-+---+-.,

Figure 3.3

the major problem is the unverifiable fault coverage. One straightforward

way is that the fault simulation program has to include the PSA in it.

The number of test patterns can be estimated as j. Then, for each single

Stuck-At fault model of circuit (Fig.3.4), the chip is clocked j times in

Figure 3.4

self-test mode. At the end, the error signature under this S-S-A fault

model has to be compared with the signature obtained from simulating the

fault free circuit. After a complete simulation of all S-S-A models, the

exact fa ult coverage can be obtained. This greatly increase the complexity

of fault simulation program and will take extremely long time to
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calculate. In this case, the parallel or deductive fault simulators can not

be used since the next pattern depends on the previous results. In

addition, by embedding a signature analysizer into a normal fault

simulation program to determine the real fault coverage, we take into

account the aliasing errors into the fault coverage. But this can cause

another problem. If the required fault coverage is not obtained, what is

the reason, whether is the random test sequence not sufficient or the

PSA not adequate for this design. Thus, this method has less meaning

for practical use until a effective method can be found to verify the

coverage.

From the discussion above, we can conclude that even doing parallel

pseudorandom test with BILBO, though high speed can be achieved, a high

degree of self-adjacent registers in certain designs can cause difficulties

in verifying that required fault coverage is achieved. Register modification

could bring the circuit overhead and performance beyond an unacceptable

level. Furthermore, the DFT design effort is very large and thus this

method has less generality.

On the other side, the serial scan pseudorandom test does not have

such a problem. With a fault simulation program, the fault coverage can

be determined easily. Moreover, it employs less circuitry to support self

test and thus has less performance impact. Consequently it is easy to

implement. Since there is no partitioning restriction required, it is suited

to a large class of designs. The only drawback is the long execution time

compared to testing with BILBOs. But many experiments show that this is

not a real practical problem. If a test has a particular requirement for

test time, several modification can be applied to shorten the time, such

as multiple scan path test [6] [11]. The BIST structure presented in this

chapter uses a certain modification and the execution time can be

shortened to a certain level.

test

make

that

test

that make the serial scan

are other reasons that

has been shown [21]

susceptibility to random

considerations of structure

test with BILBO, there

test more fa vorable. It

logic networks have a high

Besides

superior to

pseudorandom

combina tional
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pa tterns provided tha t the fan-in of the gates inside the network is low.

Thus random testing can be very effective in scan based design. The scan

path reduces all digital networks to small combinational circuits to which

random patterns can be applied. In addition, gate arrays based on CMOS

or NMOS technology contain gates that usually have less than half a

dozen inputs and lead themselves nicely to random pattern testing. This is

also true for pseudorandom testing. "Effective" here means obtaining the

desired fault coverage with a set of patterns which, while much larger

than a set of deterministic patterns with compatible coverage, is still

much smaller than a set of exhaustive patterns (fig.3.5). This is based on

ALGORlTHWLY
GENERATED TEST
PA~ SET

PSEUOORANOOW
TEST PA'M'ERN SET

Figure 3.5

the fact that the size of the required set of pseudorandom patterns is not

an obstacle to a BIST technique where patterns are generated by simple

hardware. There are a number of experimental results, for instance [17],

which also shown this effectiveness. In chapter 5, our simulation results

leads to the same conclusion. Moveover, the scan path design is well

developed and is accepted by most IC producers. Thus the CAD tools, like

fault simulation program, are available. All of these make the serial scan

pseudorandom test more favorable for very large circuits where the scan

path is used. In the next paragraph, a innovative structure of serial scan

pseudorandom test is described and a design methodology is also

developed to make it practical to use.

3.2 A Structure and Desle:n Method
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A good BIST technique must be flexible and design independent so

that it can work for all the design types. The method should be well

structured so that it can be implemented easily by designers without

much OFT expertise. Because of the use of serial-scan pseudorandom

tests, the proposed method has only one condition: the functional circuit

must be scan-testable. Thus it is very flexible. Furthermore, the

arrangement of boundary scan at primary inputs and outputs are

suggested too. If the control circuit can be implemented which is

uni versal for this method, the self-test can be easily completed.

The serial scan pseudorandom test is also a structural testing of the

design, not its function. Thus it is easy to derive a design methodology

which itself is very structural and easy to follow. All stages are shown

below. Each of these stages are described in more detail in following

paragraphs.

l) Design the functional logic

2) Form a scan path in the functional logic

3) Form a boundary scan path at the primary inputs and outputs

4) Choose LFSRs as pseudorandom test pattern generator and

signa ture anal yzer.

5) Design the control circuitry

1) Design the functional logic

The advantage of separating the design of the chip functional logic

from the self-test function is that it has little impact on the function

design itself. During the gate level design, the designer's only concern is

the function. It may still be necessary for the designer to follow a set of

simple rules during functional design so that a good pseudorandom

testability can be guaranteed (this is will be discussed later in chapter 4.

However, it is still a open problem. No such rules are proposed so far).

2) Form a scan path in the functional logic

After the design of the functional logic. The BIST features have to
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be integrated into it. First all of the D flip-flops (DFFs) are replaced by

scannable DFFs. It just follows the scan design rules in chapter 2. The

scan path has to be formed in an adequate order, from functional DFFs

at the primary inputs through internal flip-flops to functional DFFs at

the primary output.

An example circuit configuration is shown in Fig.3.6. In general, any

random logic based on scan path design can be modeled as combinational

logic and a scan path formed by DFFs. At the primary input, the input

pins are either connected to combinational logic (CN) or to DFFs

(functional DFFs). The internal scan path is formed by DFFs which

inputs are fed by CN and outputs feed CN. At the primary outputs, the

situation is similar to the primary input pins (see Fig.3.6).

PRIMARY INPUTS

FUNCTIONAL DFFS

SIN

eN

INTERNAL SCAN PATH

eN

FUNCTIONAL DFFS
SOUT

PRIMARY OUTPUTS

CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
BASED ON SCAN PATH

Figure 3.6

3) Form a boundary scan path
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In this structure, the complete boundary scan path is used in order

to test both internal logic and external logic inside the chip. The internal

logic of a chip is defined as the chip logic whose inputs are fed by DFFs

and whose outputs feed the DFFs. The logic whose inputs are fed by chip

primary inputs or whose outputs feed chip primary outputs is designated

external logic. When testing happens on board, this feature gives the

ability to isolate each chip and the connection can also be tested. The

example circuit in self-test configuration is shown in Fig.3.? At the

PRIMARY INPUTS

PRTG

TEST

GO/NGOl

SA

CONTROL
CIRCUIT

TST

eLK

PRIMARY OUTPUTS

• - - - REDUNDANT DFFS

SCAN PATH BASED CIRCUIT
IN SELF-TEST CONFIGURATION

Figure 3.?
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primary inputs, added DFFs are attached to those input pins without

existing DFFs. In front of each DFF, a multiplexer (see Figure 3.8 which

may has the same structure as the one in chapter 2) is used to choose

between the normal operation and test operation. The ga te level

arrangement is shown in Fig.3.8. If it is necessary, a series of redundant

DFFs (see Fig.3.8) are connected to ADDED DFFs in order to choose the

adequate number of shifting when in test mode so that the test time can

be shortened. The REDUNDANT DFFs at the primary outputs have the

same purpose. But only one of them is needed for each design. This

scheme will be explained later in 5). At the primary outputs, the extra

DFFs (ADDED DFFs in the figure 3.9) are connected to those output pins

where no DFFs exist. Together with the functional DFFs at the primary

outputs (if any) and redundant DFFs, the boundary scan path is formed

(see Fig.3.9). From scan input (fed by TPG) to scan output (feed SA), the

DFFs with different functions must be arranged under the following

order:

l) (i)redundant DFFs, (ii)added DFFs and (iii)functional DFFs at

primary input.

2) internal scan DFFs.

3) (i)functional DFFs, (ii)added DFFs and (iii)redundant DFFs at

primary output.

This arrangement will become more clear when the operation of self-test

and the results of simulation in chapter 5 are explained.

4) Choose LFSRs as TPG and SA

Both TPG and SA are composed of LFSRs. The operation and theory

are discussed in chapter 2. In this structure, the TPG and SA registers

are separated from the functional circuitry. The separation of TPG has

the flexibility that for smaller circuits pseudoexhaustive testing can be

used too. Instead of pseudorandom test patterns, the exhaustive test

pattern set is applied to the circuit. SA registers work as a serial SA so

that the probability of aliasing errors will be low. The initial value of all

TPG registers is chosen as logic" I" which simplifies the control circuitry
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and is easier to implement. The initial value of all SA registers is chosen

as logic "0". The initialization scheme is illustrated in Fig.3.1O. In general,

the LFSRs with irreducible primitive polynomials are chosen as TPG and

SA. For TPG, it will generate a maximum sequence of pseudorandom

patterns. For SA, it has good ability to reduce the probability of aliasing

errors [13]. However, how to choose the degree n

1
BOUNDARY INPUT DFFS ~---l~II<f----1

INTERNAL SCAN DFFS

BOUNDARY OUTPUT DFF.:J--~

INITIALIZATION SCHEME

Figure 3.10

of LFSR for TPG and SA for a design is still a problem. Normally, the

possible test patterns is estimated as 2°, so the TPG can be determined.

For SA the n can be chosen by the required probability of aliasing error

P(e). For instance, for n stage (degree) SA, the P(e)=1/2°, if the

sequence of responses is long enough. But this result is based on

assumption that all possible error patterns are equally likely (p= 1/2,

where p is the probability of an error occurring at an output of the

circuit under test) and the P(e) does not dependent on the polynomials

chosen [3]. These assumptions are not always true. Recently, a new

investigation [18] gives a conclusion for more general situations. It shows

that for error probability p>I/2 the aliasing probability P(e) for primitive

polynomials converges much faster to the final steady state value than

for nonprimitives. For p<I/2 aliasing probability P(e) for primitive

polynomials is always less than for nonprimitive ones. That is the basis to

chose the primitive polynomials for SA.
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Suppose the length of the functional DFFs and added DFFs at the

primary input is IN. The internal scan DFFs are SN stages and the length

of the functional DFFs and added DFFs at primary output IS ON. Then,

the degree (n) of TPG had better approach the value of (IN+SN). This

choice will be verified by the simulation results presented in chapter 5. A

better choice for the degree of SA would be (SN+ON). The next important

problem is how to determine· the pseudorandom test sequence generated

by a specific TPG for a certain design, so that the required fault

coverage can be achieved. For smaller circuits, we simply can try to

simulate all random patterns and according to the result, either increase

or decrease the sequence. However, for a large circuit (for instance,

10,000 gates), the number of pseudorandom test patterns can be several

thousands. It is very time consuming to do a full fault simulation to

determine the test sequence. Thus a new effective method has to be

found either analytical or by simulation. Furthermore, if there exists

random intestable faults for certain designs, the required fault coverage

can not be achieved within an acceptable length of pseudorandom test

patterns. Methods have to be found to cope with this problem. In chapter

4, a intensive study has been made towards this problem. Once the

pseudorandom test sequence is determined, the correct signature has to be

formed using the methods in chapter 2. This correct signature will be

used in the control circuit.

5) Design the control circuit (what follows only describes the

reQ ui rements)

The last step to complete this design methodology is the

consideration of control circuit. In order to specify the requirements of

the control circuit, it is necessary to describe the self-test operation

first. Conventionally, the test proceeds as follows. After the initialization

of the TPG, scan path (internal and external) and SA, the test pattern is

shifted into the scan path (IN+SN+ON shifts). Then the circuit is reset to

normal mode. After one system clock, all internal scan DFFs and output

boundary DFFs are fed by the response of the circuit. Then the responses

are shifted out into SA next, meanwhile, the new test pattern is shifted

into the input boundary DFFs and the internal scan DFFs (also IN+SN+ON
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shifts). This procedure is repeated until the required fault coverage is

obtained. This scheme simplifies the control circuit. But it has the

disadvantage that certain useful test patterns are not used for test and

the data compressed into SA is also included some part of the test

patterns. Both are not efficient and, in addition, due to unnecessary

shifting the test time is longer. In this structure, a small modification is

made. That is, the inclusion of redundant DFFs at either primary input or

output. This is illustrated in Fig.3.1!. If IN=ON, nothing changes. If

1) IN<ON

2) IN-ON

3)IN>ON

Figure 3.11 Redundant DFFs Scheme

IN>ON redundant DFFs are applied at primary output, so that IN=ON+RN

(where RN is the length of the redundant DFFs chain). A similar situation

is encountered when IN<ON (see fig.3.7 fig.3.11). Thus, the number of

shifts required IS the maximum of (IN+SN) and (ON+SN). After this

change, the test pattern is only shifted into that part of the scan path

that feeds the CN, and the data which are shifted into SA are only from

those DFFs which are fed by CN. So this structure is more efficient and

the test time is also shortened a little. However, the extra DFFs is the

price paid for this benefits.

For initialization, the arrangement is shown in Fig.3.IO. Three

multiplexers are used. When entering the initializing phase, control signal

I becomes logic I, then, logic ones are shifted into all TPG DFFs, zeros

into scan path DFFs and zeros into SA DFFs. The number of shifts is

max {length of TPG, IN+ON+SN, length of SA}.

In order to separate the normal operation from self-test operation

and ensure the correct operation, the clock scheme shown in Fig.3.12 is
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used. In Fig.3.l2, CLK is the normal system operation clock, TCLK is the

shift clock in test mode and SCLK is the test system operation clock.

When starting a test, TEST=I, the functional DFFs at the primary inputs

are connected to TCLK and set to shift mode and the added DFFs are

connected to the internal CN. The functional DFFs at the output are

controlled by SCLK. The internal scan DFFs are clocked by SCLK too.

The rest of the arrangement is illustrated in Fig.3.l2. SCLK and TCLK

are only active during self-test. When the test pattern and response are

AT PROORY INPUTS

1.oo..__IN_TOO_·_AL_SCA_N_PA_TH__&J

TCLK

TEST

SC~

C t
I

TEST

; :~ ~J.~J¥ ~__ T~LK

i FUNt'IIOlW. D ADDED D' . i
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I=SCLK

CLK
ITEST

SCLK TCLK.....................................===1:....=1:
IFUNt'IIONAL DI'FS(,I~~
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~
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Legend in Fig.3.l0, Fig.3.ll and Fig.3.l2

Figure 3.13
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being shifted, TST= I, both TCLK and SCLK are active. The shifting

happens through the whole DFFs. After each test pattern, the circuit is

set to normal function mode, TST=O and the TCLK is disabled. Only SCLK

clocks once, then, TST= I again to shift a new pattern and the response

into SA. So the complete test goes as follows:

I) TEST=l, 1=1, TST=l

all DFFs clocks are connected either to TCLK or SCLK (they

are same). shift m=(IN+SN+ON) times to initialize.

2) 1=0, TST=O

TCLK is disabled and SCLK clocks once to capture all

responses.

3) TST=l

all DFFs are connected either to TCLK or SCLK and shifted

N=max{lN+SN,ON+SN} times to compress responses and shift

new test pattern.

4) TST=O

the same thing happens as 2).

5) repeat 3) and 4) S times (that is the required sequence length

for fault coverage).

6) compare the contents of SA DFFs with correct signature stored

in control circuit and give a go/no go signal.

TEST=O.

The control circuit must be able to control such a test above.

This structure has less circuit overhead than others. Therefore, the

performance penalty is less. But a good fault coverage can still be

achieved. Compared to similar structures, the test time will be short. The

TPG and SA are used more efficiently. Because there is no partition

required, the design effort is small. Which It has less distance to be

practical to use than other methods. However, there is still a lot of

works to be done. Except the problem of determining test sequence, the

structure has to be simulated to verify the BIST features.
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4 Determine Pseudorandom Test Sequence

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, we discussed the BIST techniques in general. Based on

chapter 2, a conclusion was made that the serial scan pseudorandom

testing is superior to other testing methods, like testing with BILBOs.

Particularly, a structure and design method has been presented which is

easy to use in practice. If such a BIST can be implemented, there are

several benefits: I) The test pattern generation and test data (test

patterns and the correct responses) management costs are reduced. 2) The

cost of tester equipment for chip, board and field is minimized. Because

pseudorandom patterns are used, instead of exhaustive test pattern, there

is no partition requirement for the structure. So the design effort of this

pseudorandom test is small and easy to implement as discussed in chapter

3. But the pseudorandom test introduces new problems. One of them is

the verification of test Quality, that is, how to determine the test

sequence or test pattern length for specified fault coverage as we

mentioned in chapter 3. Because for large circuits, containing more than

10,000 gates, thousands of pseudorandom test patterns may be needed to

achieve the required fault coverage. It seems not attractive to simply

simulate all of test patterns to calculate the fault coverage using existing

fault simulation programs. One reason is the large volume of the circuit

and second the CPU time involved is too long. A new method, then, is

needed to support the built-in pseudorandom test which must be cost

effective. In addition, in chapter 3, we merely used the results that the

combinational logic is susceptible to random test patterns. But there is

still a problem: can all the faults of the circuit under test be detected by

the random test patterns which can be generated in some acceptable

length of time ? In other words, how good should the circuit be

susceptible to random test patterns ? This means that some sort of

random testability information has to be extracted from the circuit to

help in making a decision for test sequence.

In order to solve these problems, many methods were proposed

recently. In general, there are two main directions: fault simulation and
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analytical methods. The latter are more attractive because they can be

fast compared with full fault simulation methods [9]. These methods can

also be cataloged into method with modification or method without

modification. For the former method, the number of random test patterns

is fixed as a number X, then, it is tried to prove that the required fault

coverage can be obtained with X test patterns. Otherwise the circuit is

modified to satisfy the requirement. In 4.2 such a method is introduced,

which was mainly developed by J. Savir [9]. For method without

modification, normally the test length or test sequence is estimated either

by analytical way (in 4.3), which was orignated by K.D. Wagner [15], or

alternative simulation way (in 4.4). From the estimated relation between

test length and corresponding fault coverage, an adequate fault coverage

can be chosen with the test length that can be generated in some

reasona ble time.

In this chapter, only the combinational logic is considered because,

in the serial scan pseudorandom test structure, the sequential logic is

transformed into combinational logic.

4.2 Random Testability Analysis and Circuit Modification

In this section, an analytical method will be introduced, which

employs randomly generated

testability measure is used

detection probability of a

test patterns. In this method, a random

which is called detection probability. The

fault is defined as a probability that a

randomly chosen test pattern can detect it. Based on this concept, several

algorithms have been developed to compute detection probabilities of all

faults (Le. the fault set) in the circuit. The detection probabilities of the

fault set are used to determine the random test length to detect all

faults with certain confidence. If the test pattern length is unacceptable,

the detection probabilities of the fault set should identify which faults

are "hard to detect" and then, a modifying method is used to make those

faults more suspect to random patterns and thus easier to test. Those

"hard to detect" faults may be introduced by high fan-in gates. Faults at

the inputs of a long cascade of alternating AND's and OR's are also hard

to detect. Intuitively, this means either that there exists a node in the
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network where the probability of randomly arriving at "I" (or "0") is very

low, or that having achieved the required value, the probability of setting

up a sensitized path to an output is very low. In this section only a

detection probability algorithm and a general modifying method are

described.

Actually, this algorithm. calculates the signal probability of a line.

The computing of detection probability can be translated into a signal

probability computation problem [9]. The signal probability of a line is the

probability that a randomly selected test pattern will cause a value "I" on

this line.

For circuits with no reconvegent fan-out, the signal probability

relations for gates are shown in Fig.4.1. Conventional signal probability

p --(>0--1 -p

Inpul/output signal probability relations for tree networks.

Figure 4.1

algori thms based on the relations in f igu re 4. I have the disad van tage that

they require exponential storage [9] due to computing exact signal

probability values. A new algorithm which is called "Cutting Algorithm" is

developed. It cuts the reconvergent fan-out branches and turns the circuit

into a tree network and computes signal probability bounds, instead of

exact figures. So the space complexity of this algorithm is reduced. One

of such algorithms, called full range cutting algorithm is described below.

This algorithm assigns a probability range of [0,1] to the cut points,

and propagate the bounds to all the other lines of the circuit by using

tree formulas (formulas for gates are shown in Fig.4.2). In order to cut
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Tree formulas for propagaling signal probabilily bounds.

Figure 4.2

it into a tree. Therefore, the line not cut receives the signal probability

of its immediate ancestor (see Fig.4.3). In [9J a example is

FANOUT BRANCH

12 ...1

FANOUT STEM

~ '" __I~_.•J__ ID.II

ID.')

The full-range cUlling process performed on an noway
rcconvergenl fan-oul poinl (rccon\'erging gale not shown \.

Figure 4.3

also given to display the procedure and is reproduced here in FigAA.

Fig.4.4(a) illustrates the signal probabilities for all tree lines. Fig.4.4(b)

shows the computation of signal probabilities for the nontree lines. The

complete set of signal probabilities is shown in Fig.4.4(c). Based on this

concept, several other algorithms are also developed which can give even

tight signal probability bounds. By using the cutting algorithm it is

possible to compute a lower bound of the detection probability. Then a

threshold is chosen. If the lower bound of the detection probability is

larger than the threshold it may be marked as a "easy to detect" fault,

otherwise it will be marked as a "hard to detect" fault. A logic

modification can be used to improve the detection probability of those

"hard to detect" faults. Next a general method for modification [I J is

described.
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Under this method, there are two possible ways to complete the

modification, one is to enhance the controllability of a node which has

l/Z
xz-----__--f-"""

l/Zx, I--_'-I

1/2x,- -I

1171J2.271321

5/cl

(1I) Signal probabilities for tree-lines. (b) Signal probability for
nontree lines. (c) The final set of signal probabilities.

Figure 4.4

low detection probability. The controllability is defined as the probability

that a random test pattern will set the circuit in a given value. The

second one is to improve the observability of a node. The observability is

defined as the probability that a random test pattern will, at least, find a

path which propagate the fault to a primary output. So a tool is needed
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to identify which "hard to detect" fault is due to its poor controllability

and which one is due to its poor observability. In the first situation, the

node has the low probability of randomly setting at "1" ("0"), in the

second situation, the required value of a node is achieved, but the

probability of setting up a sensitized path to an output is very low. These

P( 1) lS VERY SMALL

CN

TEST
(a)

G CN

[£] NAND GATE

G eN

(b)

~EOR-------'8

Figure 4.5

two modification schemes are shown in FigA.5 «a) increasing the

controllability and (b) increasing the observability). If the "hard to

detect" fault is due to its poor controllability, the scheme in FigA.5 (a)
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is used. If the "hard to detect" fault is identified as having poor

observability, then the scheme in Fig.4.5 (b) is applied. However, these

modi fica tions may decrease the detection probability of other "easy to

detect" faults. So it is necessary to recompute the low bound of detection

probabilities of all faults and repeat the same modification procedure until

the detection probabilities of all faults are larger than the threshold

value.

What is described in this sections is just a skeleton of a detection

probability method. The method to calculate the random test length based

on detection probabilities of fault set is described in [10]. In the next

section a method which is based on more exact model of the test

sequence, pseudorandom model, is used and it has more practical meaning.

4.3 Detectability Analysis and Probability Calculation

In 4.2, the test patterns generated are modeled as random test

patterns, that is, each pattern is chosen from an all possible test pattern

set N(=2n), and is equally likely. After each pattern is selected from a

"pool" of N different test patterns, its "place" is replaced. But, in most

BIST structures, the patterns generated by a LFSR have pseudorandom

properties, so it is more adequate to use the pseudorandom model to

determine the test sequence. In this model, each test pattern is chosen

with equal probability out of a "pool" that initially contain N different

pa tterns. After one pattern is chosen, its "place" is not replaced. Based

on this concept, a method is developed which gives better results. The

test procedure analyzed is shown in Fig.4.6. It is assumed that n=m, that

is, the degree m of the TPG has been matched to the n-input

combinational circuit. There are M possible faults in the combinational

logic.

In this method a formula is derived from the concept of the

detectability profile of a circuit. Using this formula, an exact test length

or pseudorandom test sequence for a desired test quality, such as fault

coverage, can be obtained. The different measure used here is the
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detectability. The detectability of a fault is defined as the number of

different test patterns that can detect such a fault when it is present. To

calculate fault coverage for the test length L, the detectability of every

TPG
\

I
LFSR(degree m)

SA~

Figure 4.6

fault in the circuit fault set is needed, i.e., the detectability profile must

be developed. It can be expressed as a vector H=[h 1, h2, ..., hN] (here

the N=2n is the exhaustive test pattern set), based on the detectability

analysis. The element hk of the vector is the number of faults in the

circuit that have detectability k (1 <k<N). An important property of the

detectability profile is

It is a difficult task to compute the detectability profile for a

certain circuit (we will discuss it later). The detectability profile can be

used to estimate the fault coverage. This fault coverage is the expected

number of faults that can be detected in a test length L, divided by the

total number of possible circuit faults M. As mentioned early, each test

pattern is chosen by sampling without replacement. Assume a fault with

detectability k is present, i.e., k of the N patterns in the pool detect the

fault. When a sequence of t test patterns is applied, the probability p(t)

that the fault is first detected by the tth pattern is

p( t)=[(N-k)/N]·[(N-k-l )/(N-I )]. ....[( N-k-( t -2»/ (N -( t-2»]·[k/(N-( t-l»]

where t> 1
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The term, (N-k-(j-l))j(N-(j-I))j(N-(j-l)), l<j<t-l, is the probability

that the jth test pattern did not detect the fault. The tth term, kj(N-(t

I)), is the probability that the fault is detected when k detecting

patterns remain in a pool of N-(t-I) patterns.

From the derivation in [15], the

length L is

estimated fault coverage in test

(4-1)
N-L (N;L) h.

E[Cd = 1- ~ ( ) -.
•• 1 N M

. k

In chapter 5, the detectability profile is obtained for a example

circuit. The relation between fault coverage and test length is also shown

in chapter 5. The result shows that using this simple formula the

estimated value is accurate. The estimated fault coverage is the lower

bound of the real value. Several simulations in [15] also show that this

model is rather adequate and accurate.

After the relation between fault coverage and test length is

estimated, a reasonable test length can be chosen to reach the required

fault coverage. Normally, after such a sequence, there may be still an

amount of faults that can not be detected. Those faults can be considered

as "hard to detect" faults, that is, their detectabilities are below to a

threshold value kmin' In most cases, we observed in the simulations that

those faults only take a very small part of the whole fault set. But the

test patterns needed for detection of them can take a large percentage of

the whole test length. Most of the faults in the circuit have larger

detectabilities. So this suggests that when evaluating the test length, we

should consider the whole fault list set of a circuit rather than several

"hard to detect" faults to make a reasonable choice for test sequence

length (this also will be discussed using an example in chapter 5).

The conclusions above are achieved under the assumption that the

degree m of the LFSR is equal to the number of the combinational logic

inputs n (matched). It is also interesting to estimate the test length for

the mismatched cases, that is, m'\n. For the situation m<n, it is simple to

extent the results of matched case because N=2n patterns are required to
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do exhaustive test and only 2m patterns are available. To estimate the

test length, one possible method is doing the fault simulation with the

exhaustive test pattern set so that the actual detectability profile can be

obtained. The fault coverage can be calculated by using these actual

detectability profile with test length L. An intuitive explanation can also

be done by replacing k by a new detectability 2m/2n*k. Obviously, the

detectability is reduced and, as a consequence, the "hard to detect" faults

become even more difficult to detect and may be undetectable since some

necessary patterns may not exist in the 2m test pattern set (a simulation

result is listed in chapter 5). For the case m>n, there has not been found

a simple formula. Fault simulation is the only way to get the actual

detectability profile. In this situation, the test patterns used are chosen

with limited replacement. The same test pattern can be applied at most

2m-n times. So the required test length for the same fault coverage of a

circuit could be longer than the one required in matched case. The

simulation results in chapter 5 leads to the same conclusion. So the best

choice for the degree m of LFSR as a generator is the number of the

combinational logic inputs.

Though the formula (4-1) is simple and the estimation of the test

length is accurate, it is very difficult to compute the detectability profile.

The most straightforward way may be to supply all patterns under fault

simulation to get the exact detectability profile and to calculate the fault

coverage. That is the method used in chapter 5. Obviously, it is not the

solution. So far, there is not an effective way found yet. A lot of

research work has to be done for finding a cost effective way for

computing the detectability profile. Particularly, it IS more interesting to

identify the faults that have low detectability. The low detectability

faults provide a good testability measure for a circuit and it is very

helpful to determine the test sequence and also other parameters.

4.4 Selecthe Simulation

In 4.2 and 4.3, we discussed two analytical methods to determine the

pseudorandom test sequence. Both are able to determine a test sequence

length for required fault coverage in a practical way. It seems that they
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are more effective than pure full fault simulation methods. The first one

is based on the detection probability computation and the second is based

on the concept of detectability profile of a circuit. But these two

methods only show the possibilities to solve the pseudorandom test

sequence problem and are still far from being suitable for practical use.

For the first method, several algorithms have to be developed, like

the Cutting Algorithm to compute the detection probabilities which is not

an easy task. In addition, it is complex to determine random test

sequences using detection probabilities (see [10]). To modify "hard to

detect" faults, a software tool has to be developed too to decide whether

to enhance the controllability of a node or to improve the observability

of a node. Moreover, such a question has to be answered that whether

the complexity of the Cutting Algorithm is inferior to the complexity of

currently used fault simulation algorithms or not.

The detectability calculation method has more practical meaning than

the random testability analysis method due to using of the pseudorandom

probability model. The resulting formula is rather simple and the

estimated value is accurate. But it is very difficult to compute the

detectability profile for a very large circuit. Thus, the major problem of

this method is to find an cost-effective way for computing the

detectability profile, otherwise it can not be put into practical use.

Because of these limitations, these solutions are still rather

theoretical. Based on this fact that, at this moment, time consuming fault

simulation programs can not be avoided when implementing built-in

pseudorandom test, it is quite worth to find other alternative ways

making use of the existing fault simulation tools. One of such a method

is to choose a subset of the complete fault list of the circuit randomly

and perform a fault simulation on this reduced fault set. Then from the

results of such a fault simulation, we can estimate the required test

sequence to obtain the required fault coverage with a certain confidence

probability. For instance, the 90% confidence interval about 98 percent

fault coverage with k faults selected out of all faults in the circuit is
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0.98 :t(0.2303Uk ) (4-2) [19]

In practice, the fault subset from the circuit under test is chosen

pseudorandomly. For instance, 20 percent out of all possible faults

assumed for the circuit can be chosen pseudorandomly and are simulated

by supplying pseudorandom test sequences. When the required fault

coverage (possibly 100 percent) is obtained, the test sequence which

achieved such a fault coverage can be used to estimate the real test

sequence with a certain confidence (like the one in (4-2». So the CPU

time needed to do a full fault simulation is reduced considerably and the

test sequence, which is estimated in such a way also guarantees the test

quality (fault coverage) with a high confidence. However, this method

does not work as well as we would expect. The results vary from design

to design. And even for the same design: when the size of fault subset,

which is chosen pseudorandomly, is increased, the fault coverage is not

improved for the same pseudorandom test sequence.

During this project, a experiment has been done on APOLLO work

stations on which HILO, which includes a fault simulator, was available.

Using HILO, a fault subset out of all assumed faults can be chosen

automatically by inserting a command which specifies the size of the

subset. An example circuit, ALUI81, is simulated using HILO for subsets

with increasing sizes. For 10 percent of all faults, the test length

required to reach 100 percent fault coverage is 35; for 20 percent of all

faults, the value is 86 and, for 25 percent, is 86. But the real test length

for 100 percent fault coverage is 254 (for more see chapter 5). The

reason may come from the assumption that the test sequence for 100

percent fault coverage mainly depends on "hard to detect" faults and the

number of these faults can vary from design to design. Whether the

estimated test sequence is accurate or not largely depends on whether the

probability that the fault subset chosen includes those "hard to detect"

faults is great or small. The pseudorandoml y (or randomly) chosen fault

subset probably has less probability to include "hard to detect" faults.

Here the "hard to detect" faults mean that these faults have low

detecta bility.
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Based on this observation, a new method is proposed. We sample the

fault list of the circuit with a constant interval, called Sample with

Constant Interval, to get a fault subset, instead of a pseudorandomly (or

randomly) chosen subset. To use this method, all the faults of the circuit

are listed in a certain order (for instance, first list all S-A-O faults in

the order of different gates, such as two input AND, three input AND

etc. and second list all S-A-l in the same order). Under this method,

each fault subset is chosen by selecting the fault after a constant number

AS of faults (constant interval l:i S) on the all fault list. The constant

interval must be small enough to guarantee high confidence. This proposal

is based on the following assumptions. Normally, each circuit contains

some "hard to detect" faults that have a significant influence on the test

sequence for required fault coverage and only several such faults exist in

each circuit. If the fault list is formed in a certain order, the fault

subset that is chosen by sampling the whole fault list with a sufficient

constant interval has higher possibility to include one of the "hard to

detect" faults than a fault subset chosen randomly of the same size.

In order to verify these assumptions, two example circuits are tested

using this method. The results are listed in chapter 5. Two fault subsets

for each circuit are obtained by sample with constant interval method

(manually). The constant interval A S is in decreased order. With a smaller

constant interval, the estimated test sequence to achieve the specified

fault coverage is always more accurate than with a larger value fault

subset in this experiment (see chapter 5). For instance, for the same

circuit, ALUI81, with a constant interval of 9 the average test length to

reach 100 percent fault coverage is 143 patterns and with a constant

interval of 4, the size of the fault subset size is about 25 percent of

total faults, the test patterns are 203. Compared to the real value 254

and the value 86, obtained from randomly selective simulation method,

this method is very accurate and efficient. Thus in practical, this sample

with constant interval selective simulation method is more effective than

simply using pseudorandomly (or randomly) selective simulation. To use

this method in practice, the following procedure is described:
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I) form the complete fault list of the circuit under test and list

them in a certain order. Actually, using the HILO fault simulator,

such a fault list can be automatically generated (see appendix II, a

part of fault list of one example circuit).

2) choose an adequate constan t interval !:i S to sample. The test

confidence can be determined from b S though it is still a problem to

establish such a relation.

3) Then select the fault subset which will be used to simulate (a

simple program can be written to automatically perform such a

operation) and apply such a fault subset to a fault simulation

program, like the HILO fault simulator, to determine pseudorandom

test sequence for required fault coverage.

4) use the estimated test sequence as a real test length and

implement such a test pattern generator into a built-in

pseudorandom test structure (like the proposed structure in chapter

3, in this case the number of test patterns needed, see page. 40,

repeating times S, is determined).

However, what is described in this section is just based on the

observations of limited simulations. More general conclusion have to be

derived by establishing an exact probability model with constant interval

selective simulation method. Very important is how to determine the

constant interval ~ S from the required confidence in general cases. If this

problem can be solved, this method will have more practical meaning than

the other two analytical methods. Anyway, there is still a lot of works to

be done to make such a method more systematic. It is still a primitive

idea for selective simulation.
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5 A Simulation Study

5.1 General Considerations

In order to get a better understanding of pseudorandom test and to

examine the problems when used in practice, a simulation study of

pseudorandom test has been .done during this project. This also results

from the fact that it is difficult or impossible to derive some conclusions

in an analytical way or to prove some assumptions mathematically. On the

powerful VLSI design simulators. It is more

of them doing investigations and to try to

implement this serial scan pseudorandom test

On APOLLO work station, two of these packages are used for

testing. One is named AMSAL (Automatic Multistartable Scan test

pattern generator and localization of

the test patterns for designs based on

simulation. It also has the ability to

(generated by user or other methods).

able to do fault simulation for either combinational or sequential logic.

The general description of these two packages and running of them can

be found in [12].

For this purpose, two example circuits are chosen for the

investigations. One is ALV 181 redesigned according to the "The TTL Data

Book" (Tex. instrument) and the second is a 4 by 4 bits parallel multiplier

(PM4, for short). The reason to select the circuit ALVI81 is that it is a

complex standard combinational circuit available in such scale of gates.

For circuit PM4, it has the typical iteration structure which may cause

the difficulty to generate test patterns. The ALV 181 has 14 inputs and 8

outputs and the PM4 has 8 inputs and 8 outputs. Though they are a little

bit small to be used in pseudorandom test (since the exhaustive test is

feasible for them), it is logical to begin with small circuits so that the

actual value, such as, actual pseudorandom test sequence for 100 percent

fault coverage etc., can be verified with certainty and compared with the
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experimental obtained value.

First these two circuits are designed on the APOLLO schematically

and their functions are simulated by the simulator package HELIX (for

more detail see [12]). The schematics of these two circuits are listed in

appendix III. Then, they are converted to corresponding net list files

which will be used as input files for AMSAL and HILO packages. Next,

AMSAL is run for each circuit to generate the test patterns

algorithmicaly. From the resulting files of AMSAL, redundancy existing in

each circuit is identified. So some modifications were made for these two

circuits to make them 100 percent testable by removing the redundancy

(see appendix III, in the ALUl81 the EOR is replaced by the square block

(AEL) and in PM4, one FA is replaced by MFA). The circuit ALUI81,

contains 81 gates and the maximum number of gate inputs is 5. There are

259 fault classes assumed. 21 test patterns are generated by AMSAL to

achieve 100 percent fault coverage. The circuit PM4, contains 126 gates

and the maximum number of gate inputs is 2. There are 14 patterns

generated by AMSAL for 100 percent fault coverage and 398 fault classes

are assumed.

The LFSRs which are used to generate pseudorandom test patterns

for these two circuits are simulated by software. A Pascal program

simulating such a process is listed in Appendix IV. The LFSRs ranged

from different degrees (m) are constructed by their irreducible primitive

polynomials. Each test pattern is generated by serial shifts. The

generation process is described in Fig 5.1. The number of inputs of

circuit is n. After shifting n times,

----- LFSR (A)

... -G BUFFERS (B)

Figure 5.1
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the contents of buffer B is used as a test pattern. This program is used

to automatically generate the waveform for HILO package. In the

following sections, we will present each simulation resuls and discuss it.

5.2 Results of General Simulation

In this part, a simulation is performed to get general information

about what is the pseudorandom test property for each circuit and other

parameters, like the real pseudorandom test length for lOa percent fault

coverage.

The degree m of the LFSR for ALUI81 is 14, that is, it is the saine

as the number of ALU 181 inputs (n=m). For PM4, the LFSR is also

matched to the eN, that is, m=8=n. There is only one of the primitive

polynomials used for each circuit as follows:

for ALUI81 X14 + X 10 + X6 + X + I' for PM4 X8 + X5 + Xli + X2 + I', " ,
(the results do not show great difference between different primitive

polynomials (see 5.4». Each test pattern is generated serially (see Fig.5.2)

TPG
\

LFSR (n)

Figure 5.2

as discussed in 5.1. The initial value of all LFSR is .. I". The whole

pseudorandom test sequence is formed by consecutive test patterns. So

first, the estimated number of test patterns (test sequence) are generated

for each circuit and then are verified by running the fault simulator

HILO for each circuit. Depending on the simulation results, if the 100

percent fault coverage is not obtained yet, the test length can be

increased until the 100 percent fault coverage is reached. The final

results are shown in Fig.5.3 for PM4 and Fig.5.4 for ALUI81. 47

pseudorandom test patterns are needed to achieve lOa percent fault
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obtained by supplying 254 pseudorandom test patterns in this experiment.

To exhaustive test PM4 and ALUISl, there are 28=256 patterns and 214=

16,384 patterns needed correspondingly. So only a small part of all

possible test patterns are used in pseudorandom test for these two

circuits. The pseudorandom test is thus effective for these two

combinational circuits. We can see from the diagram that after 11 test

patterns 90 percent fault coverage is already achieved for the PM4 and

after 28 test patterns for the ALUISI. So they are good examples to

show that the combinational logic is suspect to random test patterns. We

also can observe that most faults are detected using less 100 ratterns for

the ALUI8I, the rest of the patterns (more than 100) are paid just to

detect several "hard to detect" faults. For PM4 the situation is similar.

This is the basis of the consideration of "hard to detect" faults in 4.3, in

which the test sequence is chosen for the whole fault set instead of just

several "hard to detect" faults.

Another interesting observation is the comparison of parallel test

and serial test. Under parallel test, the degree m of LFSR is the same as

the one used in the serial test (see Fig.5.5). The initial value of LFSR is

Figure 5.5

also the same as described before. Each test pattern is generated after

one shift operation. The test patterns are also obtained consecutively

from the contents of LFSR. For PM4 the result is shown in Fig.5.6. With

22 test patterns (compared to 47 patterns in the serial test), 100 percent

fault coverage is reached. For ALUI8I, 204 patterns are needed (compared

to 254 patterns in the serial test). So, there are less test patterns used

to reach the same fault coverage compared to the serial method. If it is

true in general, the test time for parallel test is very short compared to

serial test not only because of the unnecessary serial shifting which is

used in serial test but also because the less test patterns need to be used
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__________________A Simulation Study _

in parallel test. Of course, all of these observations are just based on

used are exactly the same as used in

the same, that is, the serial test scheme

order to detect the sequence in a cost-

methods, the selective simulation method

simulates a subset of the complete fault

two small circuits. It is not enough to generalize. However, they may

stimulate the designer to think of these schemes when implementing the

BIST structure.

5.3 Results of Selective Simula tion

The description of the selective simulation method has already been

presented in 4.4. In this section, the simulation results will be presented.

The test pattern generators

5.2. The test conditions are also

is used. As mentioned in 4.4, in

effective way, except analytical

is also a possible way. It only

list, instead of all faults, so the CPU time can be reduced while the

required fault coverage can be obtained with a certain confidence in the

estimated test sequence. However, the randomly chosen fault subset

method doing selective simulation does not always give a good estimation

and therefore, is not effective. A simulation has been done for the

ALUI81 circuit. Two subset of faults list are chosen pseudorandomly

under the HILO simulator. The first fault subset contains 10 percent of

all faults. With only 35 patterns, the 100 percent fault coverage is

reached. The second subset contains 20 percent of all faults, the test

patterns needed to have 100 percent is 86. Even with an increased size of

the fault subset, the estimated test sequence for 100 percent fault

coverage is still far below the actual number (254). A high confidence can

not be guaranteed. For the PM4, several fault subsets, which are chosen

also "pseudorandomly" (actually manually), are used to do the selective

simulation. The results vary from subset to subset. Sometimes with a

small size of the subset a good estimation can be obtained; but sometimes

with a large size of the subset the estimated test sequence is not as good

as one might expect. A good estimation can not always be guaranteed

unless a very large size (approaching the whole fault set) subset is

chosen, which is not effective.
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However, using Sample with constant interval selective simulation

suggested in 4.4, good results can be obtained with higher confidence

than using pure randomly chosen subsets. Below are described the

simulation results for these two circuits using the Sample with constant

interval selective simulation method.

The complete fault list of these two circuits used here are generated

by the HILO fault simulator. Two groups of fault subsets are chosen for

each circuit, each group contains three subsets. In the first group, each

subset is chosen by sampling the fault list with a constant interval of 9

(number of fault classes). One starts with the first fault class on the list,

the second with the third fault class and the third subset starts with the

sixth fault class. In the second group, the constant interval for sampling

is 4 (fault classes). These three subsets start with the first fault class,

the second fault class and the third fault class respectively. The sampling

process is done manually. In fact, a simple program can be written to

complete such a process. To the run the HILO simulator, a command has

to be inserted first to specify the subset faults which should be simulated

(see HILO Manual).

For PM4, the size of subset is about 44 fault classes out of 398 in

first group and 100 in second group. The simulation results are shown in

Fig.5.7 for the first group of subsets and in Fig.5.8 for the second group.

The average number of test patterns estimated for 100 percent fault

coverage is (20+47+36)/3=34 for the first group and for the second group,

is (35+47+36)/3=40. So we can conclude that the confidence to achieve

required fault coverage for PM4 is increased when decreasing the

constant interval (increasing the size of subset). For ALVI81, the size of

subset is 29 fault classes out of 259 in the first group and 65 in the

second group. The simulation results are shown in Fig.5.9 (first group)

and Fig.5.10 (second group). We can observe that the mean value of test

patterns to reach 100 percent fault coverage is (39+156+234)/3, that is,

143 in first group and (121+254+234)/3=203 for the second group of

subsets. The same conclusion can be made for the ALVI8I. So using this

method, better results can be obtained for estimating the test sequence

length. But selective simulation with randomly chosen subset, having the
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__________________.A Simulation Study _

same size of the fault set, can not always achieve the same results as

achieved by using sample with constant interval method.

However, this conclusion is just based on the simulation result for

two small circuits. There are still many problems, for instance, what is

the confidence in general cases when choosing a particular interval. And

the conclusion must be derived mathematically. From these two circuits, it

seems that to achieve sufficient confidence for 100 percent fault

coverage, the number of faults in the subset had better approach the

one- forth of the complete faults assumed (the interval is around 4). But

a strict prove has to be given for this assumption.

S.4 Results of Detectability Analysis

In order to verify whether the test sequence calculated using the

detectability profile is effective or not in reality and try to find a cost

effective way for getting the detectability profile, we choose PM4 to

simulate this method.

It is very difficult to get the detectability profile of a circuit. In

this experiment, the detectability profile for PM4 is obtained by supplying

all possible patterns to the circuit. After running the HILO simulator, we

simply count how many different patterns detect a particular fault class

and integrate all such numbers of all fault classes together. Then, the

number of fault classes are listed in order of the number of different test

patterns which detect them. In such a way, the detectability profile is

obtained. The exhaustive test pattern number for the PM4 is 256. So in

order to know which fault classes are detected by each pattern. The

Droplimit in the HILO simulator must be set much greater than 256.

Droplimit is a number D and a fault must be detected at least D times

before it is delected from the fault list. But the maximum Droplimit is

125 In the HILO fault simulator. So, in this experiment, the whole set of

test patterns is divided into three groups of which the first two

waveform files contain 100 test patterns and third contains 56 test

patterns. Each subset of test patterns is simulated separately. Several

programs have been written to help get the detectability profile. The first
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program counts out how many different patterns detect a particular fault

class and list these numbers in increasing fault class order. After running

the first program for the three HILO result files for PM4, a second

program is used to add the number of test patterns together for one fault

class and list them in increasing fault class order. The final results are a

shown in fig.S.ll. The calculation of expected fault coverage using

detectability profile (see 4-1 in 4.3) can be completed by a Pascal

program. The results is shown in Fig.S.12. We can see that in order to

reach 99 percent fault coverage, around 60 patterns are needed. As a

comparison, four different primitive polynomials of degree 8 are used to

construct the LFSRs and generate the pseudorandom test pattern set. The

simulation results are shown in Fig.S.12 too. The calculated value using

the detectability profile is just a lower bound of these four different

LFSRs. Thus, the estimated test length for required fault coverage is very

accurate and there is only a simple formula involved. That is, high

confidence can be guaranteed in this case. Though this method is

effective in determining test sequence, the difficulty is to get the

detectability profile as we discussed in 4.4. Obviously, exhaustive testing

is not practical to be used to get the detectability profile for a large

circuit. Efforts have to be made to find a cost-effective way to get the

detecta bili ty profile.

S.S Results or Mismatch Comparisons

As mentioned in 4.4, in practice the degree m of LFSR may be

smaller than or greater than the number of combinational logic inputs. In

4.4, we try to explain these cases in theory, in this section, a case

simulation is done for the circuit ALUl8I.

For m<n, the test patterns are obtained by using the scheme in

Fig.S.l3. In this experiment, the degree m of LFSR is chosen as 9 and is

constructed using one of its primitive polynomials. After 14 serial shifts,

a test pattern is generated. The test patterns are formed consecutively

too. For the m>n case, the degree of the LFSR is selected as 19 (see

Fig.S.14). Its corresponding polynomial is also one of its primitive

polynomials so the maximum test patterns can be generated in all of the
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2 classes are detected by 4 patterns
1 classes are detected by 6 patterns
9 classes are detected by 8 patterns
9 classes are detected by 10 patterns
19 classes are detected by 12 patterns
4 classes are detected by 13 patterns
5 classes are detected by 14 patterns
2 classes are detected by 15 patterns
20 classes are detected by 16 patterns
6 classes are detected by 18 patterns
6 classes are detected by 20 patterns
3 classes are detected by 22 patterns
4 classes are detected by 23 patterns
13 classes are detected by 24 patterns
2 classes are detected by 26 patterns
9 classes are detected by 28 patterns
2 classes are detected by 30 patterns
4 classes are detected by 32 patterns
3 classes are detected by 34 patterns
9 classes are detected by 36 patterns
10 classes are detected by 40 patterns
3 classes are detected by 41 patterns
3 classes are detected by 42 patterns
5 classes are detected by 44 patterns
2 classes are detected by 45 patterns
8 classes are detected by 46 patterns
17 classes are detected by 48 patterns
2 classes are detected by 52 patterns
2 classes are detected by 58 patterns
2 classes are detected by 62 patterns
2 classes are detected by 63 patterns
49 classes are detected by 64 patterns
2 classes are detected by 66 patterns
5 classes are detected by 68 patterns
5 classes are detected by 72 patterns
3 classes are detected by 73 patterns
3 classes are detected by 74 patterns
8 classes are detected by 84 patterns
2 classes are detected by 86 patterns
4 classes are detected by 88 patterns
2 classes are detected by 92 patterns
10 classes are detected by 96 patterns
5 classes are detected by 100 patterns
2 classes are detected by 108 patterns
6 classes are detected by 112 patterns
22 classes are detected by 120 patterns
2 classes are detected by 128 patterns
2 classes are detected by 132 patterns
1 classes are detected by 136 patterns
9 classes are detected by 144 patterns
2 classes are detected by 147 patterns
4 classes are detected by 148 patterns
2 classes are detected by 152 patterns
2 classes are detected by 154 patterns
2 classes are detected by 155 patterns
1 classes are detected by 156 patterns
5 classes are detected by 160 patterns
1 classes are detected by 164 patterns
1 classes are detected by 168 patterns
1 classes are detected by 170 patterns
1 classes are detected by 172 patterns
2 classes are detected by 174 patterns
2 classes are detected by 176 patterns
4 classes are detected by 178 patterns
2 classes are detected by 180 patterns
2 classes are detected by 184 patterns
2 classes are detected by 188 patterns
1 classes are detected by 190 patterns
16 classes are detected by 192 patterns
1 classes are detected by 194 patterns
1 classes are detected by 198 patterns
1 classes are detected by 204 patterns
2 classes are detected by 220 patterns
1 classes are detected by 222 patterns
1 classes are detected by 224 patterns
2 classes are detected by 226 patterns
3 classes are detected by 228 patterns
2 classes are detected by 232 patterns
1 classes are detected by 240 patterns
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cases. The test sequence is formed in the same way. In Fig.5.15, the

simulation results are illustrated. For the m<n case, the maximum fault

coverage is 96.1 percent and the number of test patterns needed is 58.

For m>n case, the IDa percent fault coverage can be reached, but the

number of test patterns needed is 370 which is greater than the 254

patterns that are needed in the matched cases (m=n).

From this comparison, together with the analysis in 4.4, we can

deduct that when implementing the built in pseudorandom test structure

the best choice for the degree m of LFSR as a pattern generator had

better approach the number of combinational circuit inputs so that the

number of test patterns is the shorter and required fault coverage can be

achieved. That is the conclusion used for the structure proposed in

chapter 3.

As mentioned before, all of conclusions in this chapter are just

based on limited experiments. A general conclusions must be made with

rather strict derivations.

TPG
\

LF'SR (degree 9)

(a)

Figure 5.13

TPG
\

/
LFSR (degree 19)

(b)
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6 Conclusions

This six-month project was started with a very large problem, how

to design a self testable chip. It is unavoidable that at the beginning of

such a subject, a lot time is involved in literature study. Several parts of

this report reflected this aspect. Original, a lot of efforts has been made

try to implement one of the BIST techniques on an example circuit.

However, a number of problems caused such work to have little meaning.

First, some tools are needed. For instance, a tool is needed to determine

the exact fault coverage when a signature analyzer is present in the BIST

structure. It is difficult to develope such tools in a short period. Second,

at that moment, a suitable example circuit was not available, which

should be large enough to give rise to a more general conclusion. Aside

from these two reasons, when such a BIST is implemented, the major

work will be the design of a BIST control circuit (or a BIST sequencer).

This is more a digital circuit design problem instead of a testing problem

itself.

It took me quite long time to realize that the more important work

is to determine what a good BIST technique should be, that is, the BIST

structure should be general enough for most of digital designs and the

circuit overhead should be minimal. Its design method must be easy and

transparent to the circuit designers and the design efforts must be small.

Further, once such a BIST structure is developed, some tools are needed

to implement it in practice.

All of these thoughts resulted in this report. In most BIST

techniques, a LFSR is used as a alternative way, instead of complex

algorithms, to generate test patterns and for response evaluation, a LFSR

is employed to compress the responses forming a signature. A comparison

of several BIST structures is made from literatures, mainly for scan based

design and the structures with BILBOs test. From this comparison, a

conclusion was made that the serial scan pseudorandom test is superior to

testing with BILBOs. Then, a innovative structure is proposed, called

serial scan pseudorandom test structure, which is considered more general

to most designs and with less circuit overhead involved. To use it, a
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structured design method is developed which is easy and rather design

independent. Thus, its design effort is far more smaller than testing with

BILBOs. Compared to other similar structures, this structure has the

advantage that the self test time can be shorter and the test can proceed

more efficient as well. When to implement this kind of structures, one of

the new problems introduced is how to choose the pseudorandom test

sequence for very large circuit to determine the required fault coverage.

Two analytical methods which are important in this field are introduced,

i.e. random testability analysis and probability calculation. Particularly,

the latter one indeed shortens the gap between pseudorandom test

sequence and fault coverage in theory. A simulation of this method is

also done. For more practical methods, a alternative simulation method,

called sample with constant interval selective simulation, is proposed.

Many simulation results show that this method is effective in practice.

Of course, due to the limited time and experience, all of these

works done during this period are still primitive. There is still a lot of

work to be done. Based on this report, it would be more interesting if

the following work can be done:

1) the structure proposed has to be simulated to verify the BIST

properties which it should have. The main work will be the design

of the control circuit.

2) how to find an effective method to determine the test sequence

for pseudorandom test is still a great problem. The works can be

continued in this direction until the use of fault simulation can be

avoided. Based on this report, the work can be done in two aspects,

a) work on finding a method getting the detectability profile of

a circuit.

b) find a method to identify the "hard to detect" faults of a

given circuit. Those "hard to detect" faults are a good measure

of the testability (that is also our experience during the

simulation study).

3) establish the probability model for the proposed sample
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selective simula tion method and make it more general. One

important problem is to derive a general relation between the

interval and required confidence probability.

For other aspects, such as the method to design the random testable

combinational logic, a idea in my mind is that, at this moment, there are

methods to design the fully testable circuit, like fan-out free, Reed

Muller etc. But those methods have only theoretical value due to too

much circuit overhead, it might be possible to relax these strict design

rules and use more "wider" design rules, for instance, by limiting the

maximum number of fan-in in circuit, the number of logic depth and the

degree of the fan-out reconvergence in the circuit, we may guarantee a

good random testable combinational circuit.
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Appendix I

Degree
Minimal Primitive Feedback from Latch

P~iynomials (Counted left-to-Rightl

2 X2+X+1 1.2

3 X3+X+1 1,-3

4 X4+X+1 3. 4

5 X5+X2+1 3.5

6 X8+X+1 5.6

7 X'+X3+1 4. 7

8 X8+X8+X5+X3+1 2. 3. 5. 8-
9 X9+X4+1 5.9

10 X'0+X3+1 7.10

11 X"+X2+1 9, 11

12 X12+X8+X4+X+1 6, 8. 11. 12

13 X',+X4+X3+X+1 9, 10, 12, 13

I14 X'4+X,O+X6+X+1 4, 8, 13. 14-15 X'5+X+1 14. 15

16 X'8+X'2+X3+X+1 4, 13,15,16

17 X17+X3+1 14, 17

18 X'8+X'+1 11. 18

19 X' +X5+X2+X+1 14. 17. 18,19

20 X20+X3+1 17.20

21 X2l +X2+1 19. 21

22 X22+X+1 21.22

23 X23+X5+1 18. 23

24 X24+X'+X2+X+1 17, 22. 23, 24

25 X25+X3+1 22.25

26 X26+X6+X2+X+1 20. 24. 25, 26

27 ~ X2'+ X5+X2+ X+1 22, 25. 26. 27

2~ X28+X3+1 25,28

29 X29+X2+1 27. 29

30 X30+X23+X2+X+1 7.28,2930

31 X3'+X3+1 28. 31
32 X32+X22+X2+X+1 10. 30. 31,32

I
33 X33+X13+1 20.33

34 X34+X2'+X2+X+1 7, 32, 33, 34
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Appendix II

FAULT LIST (259 FAULT CLASSES)
--------------- --------

FAULT CLASS
I OPENI IIAHD501.6 15'1 SAl NET51
2 OPENI NAND50 I. 5 SAl

222 SAl n

3
trET50 SAU HEXORO IONET3

OPEN I NAN0501. 4 SAil II ET I,')

~ OPENI NAt1050}. 3
SAU HEXORO I011ET2

1% SAO IIET51
5 OPF.NI NAN0501.2 J57 SAO

223 SAO n
• IlET48

6 OPEN I NAN0401 •.5 158 SAO HET25
224 SAl F2

7 OPEN1 tlAtlO 40 I •4
SAO HEXOR020NET3

8 OPEN I NANOA01.3 159 SAO tlET29 SAO MEXOR020HET2

9 OPEN1 HAH0401. 2 160 SAO tlET53

10 OPEN1 HAND 20 1. 2 J61 SAO NETn

II OPEN I NAH020Z.) 162 SAO IIET39

12 OPEH1 NAtl0202.2 163 SAO NET40 231 SAO FO

13 OPEN1 til 6 •3 164 SAO HET42 232 SAl Sl

I~ OPENI III 6 . 2 165 SAO IIET/. 1 233 SAO SI

166 SAO tlET3~
23A SAl S3

167 SAO NEn5 235 SAO S3

168 SAO I1ET50 236 SAl S2

34 OPEIII 113.2 169 SAl) lIET47 237 SAO S2

35 OPENI til. 3 170 SAO tlETZ4 236 SAl SO

36 OPEN I Ill. Z 171 SAl I1ET30 239 SAO SO

37 OPEIlI AN0501.6 SAl NET]9 240 SAl B3

38 OPENI AN050 1.5 SAl IlETZ2

39 OPEN I Al10501. 4 SAO G
241 SAO B3

40 OPENl AHO.501.3 SAl HEnl
242 SAl AJ

~ I OPEN1 AN0501. 2 OPEIlI HBUFOl. 2

42 OPEN I AN0401. 5 172 SAO IlEnO
~J OPEIII AIIO~O I. ~

173 SAn NET56
4~ OPENI AN0401. 3 174 SAl HETIJ

253 SAO BO
254 SAl AO
2.55 SAO AU
256 SAl H

106 OPEIl! AN0207.3 I'll, SAl AEL010NETI
SAO NET9

107 OPEIII Atl0207 •2 195 SAO AELOIONETI
257 SAO H

108 OPENI AN0208.3 SAO NET6
SAl tlET9

109 OPEN 1 AN0208.2 196 SAl IIET58
258 SAl CIl

110 OPEN1 AN0209.3 197 SAO HEISS
259 SAO CN

III OPENI AN0209.2 SAl NET40

112 OPENI AN02010.3 SAl tlETJ9

113 OPEN1 AN02010.2 19/1 SAl tlfT7

114 OPENI AN0201 J.)
19~ SAl IIETI5

115 OPENI AN020ll. 2 200 SAO NETI5

116 OPENI A1102012.3 SA 1 NET37

117 OPENI AN02012.2 SAl lIETJ8

116 OPElll AELOIOAlI0201.2 SAl tlETJ6

119 OPENI AEL020At10201.2 OPElIl HBUF03.2

120 OPENI AEL030AN0201:2 201 SAl AEL020NET1

121 OPEN1 AEL040AN020l. 2 202 SAO AEL020NET1
122 SAl IlET28 SAO NET?

123 SAl HEXORO lONET2 20J SAl I1ET19
124 SAl liEXORO10NETJ 204 SAO NETI9

125 SAl NET2J SAl NET~I

126 SAl HEXORO 10NET6 SAl IIET42

127 SAO MEXOR010NET6 2U5 SAl NET1

128 SAl HEXOR020NETZ Z06 SAl NETI8

129 SAl HEXOR020NETJ
130 SAl NET2
131 SAl HEXOR020llET6

217 SAl G
ZIB SAl CN4

~,A(I llET/1I

153 SAO tlET46 1'1 SAO 1;11/.

154 SAO IIET26 20 SAl P
21 SAU P
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Appendix IV

type SRL-array [0 .• 50J of boolean;
nameel-array [0 .. 501 of string;

var i,j,k: integer;
n,m,l: integer;
inc,outc: integer;
inn,outn: integer;
tm. integer32;
num_vector: integer;
indff: SRL;
interdff: SRL;
inname,outname: nameel;

function exorCx,y:boolean):boolean;

begin
exor:-Cx and Cnot y» or CCnot x) and y);

end~

procedure shiftCvar xindff,xinterdff: SRL; xn,~~: integer);

var em,cn: integer;

begin
for cm:-xm downto 2 do
begin

xinterdff[cmJ:-xinterdff[cm-l];
end;
xinterdff[l]:-xindff[xn];
for cn'·xn downto 1 do
begin

xindfflcnl:-xindff[cn-lJ;
end;

end;

procedure outputvector_SCvar xindff,xinterdff:SRL; var xinname:nameel; xn,xm:integer);

var bm:integer;

begin
for bm:-l to xm do
begin

writeCxinname[bm].3);writeC'-');
case xinterdff[bm] of

true: writeC'l');
false: writeC'O')

end;
writeC' ');

end;
writeC';');
writeln;

end;
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procedure outputveetor_P(var xindff,xinterdff:SRL; var xinname:nameel; xn,xm'integer);

va!" bn:integer;

begin
for bn:-] to xn do
begin

write(xinna~e[bn]:J);write('-');

case xindff[bn] of
true: write(']');
false: write('O')

end;
write(' 'J;

end;
write(';t);
write In;

end;

begin
readln( n);
readln(mJ;

readln(num_veetor):

readln(inn):
for inc:-] to inn do readln(inname[inc]):

readln(outn) ;
for oute:-] to outn do readln(outname[oute));

tm:-O;
writeln('waveform DITeI');

write('stimulus 'J;
for inc:-] to (inn-]) do

begin
write(inname[inel:J):
write(' t ');

end;
write(inname[inn]:J); write('-x:');writeln:

write('response 'I;
for oute:-] to (outn-]) do
begin

write(outna~e[outcJ:J):write(', 'I;
end;

write(outname(outn]:J);write(' - x :');writeln;

write('O cheek (');
for oute:-] to (outn-]) do

begin
write(outname[oute]:J); write(', 'I;

end;
write(outname[outn]:3);write(');'); writeln;

for k:-] to n do
begin

indff[k]:-true;
end;

for k:-] to m do
interdff[m):-false;
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for i:-l to num_vector do
begin

for j:-I to m do
begin

case n of

4: begin
indff[0]:-exor(indff[4],indff[3]l:

end;

5: begin
indff[0):-exor(indff[5],indff[3]):

end:

8: begin
indff(Oj :-exor(indff[8],indff[5]);
indff[0]:-exorlindff[3],indffI0]l:
indff [0] : -exorl indff [2) • indff [0) ) :

end:

9: begin
indff(0):-exorlindff[9) .indff[5]);

end;

12. begin
indff[O]:-exor(indff{12),indff[llj);
indff[0]:-exorlindff[8],indffI0]);
indff[0]:-exorlindff(6],indff[0)l;

end;

15: begin
indff[O]:-exor(indff(15].indff(14)l;

end;

14: begin
indff(O] :-exor(indff[ 14l,indff{ 10]) j
indff[0]:-exor(indff[6],indff[OJ):

indff[O):-exorlindff[I],indff[O]);
end;

16: begin
indff(0):-exorlindffI16),indff[15]);
indff(0):-exorlindff(13),indff[0));
indff(0):-exorlindff[4),indff[0])j

end;

19: begin
indff(0):-exorlindff[19),indff[18]);
indff(0):-exorlindff[17],indff[Oj);
indff(0):-exorlindff[14],indff[0]);

end;

20: begin
indff(0):-exor(indff[ZOI,indff[17]);
end;

end;
shiftlindff,interdff,n,m);

f!l'nd;
write('**');write('
tm:-500+tm;
writeltm:6)jwrite('
outputvector_slindff.
tm:-500+tm;
write(tm:6)j writel'

end;
tm -tm+500;
wr teltm:6);writel'
wr teln('.');

end.

');writel'load pt'l;writeli:I);writelnj

') ;
interdff, inname, n,m);

')jwrite('strobe pt');write(i:ll; writel';'); writeln;

');write('finish'); writeln;
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